Technical Capability Statement

As a plant process engineer, metallurgist,
technical or operational leader, have you
ever…
Found it difficult to justify a data-driven rationale
for a set of plant operating tactics in comparison
to anecdotal, opinion-driven rationale?
Needed to quickly analyse plant data to conclude
the results of plant trials?
Wanted to quickly remove the effect of a certain
variable on a KPI to clearly see the correlations in
your data?
Preferred to be in control of your own analytical
workflows, and use them multiple times without
having to re-prep data?
Preferred to spend more time implementing and
delivering real value, rather than time spent
coding and cleaning data?
Needed quick access to standard, modularised
statistical functions to assist with rapid data
preparation, exploration and evaluation?

Throughout Interlate’s history, we have
frequently observed the following
opportunities:
Capability for plant process engineers,
metallurgists and analysts to quickly upskill in
modern data science practices – given access to
the right tools and support.
The opportunity to quickly draw quantified,
automated and actionable insights from large
plant data sets, increasing basic decision
automation for operators and control systems.
The ability to set up plant operating strategies on
a per-feed-type basis in as little as a few minutes,
to match the current operating context and
priorities

Our solution:
Analytical Toolpack (ATP) is an easy-to-use
software solution for rapidly exploring data,
performing common statistical operations and
rationalising plant operating strategy from a
historical data-driven perspective.
This application was developed for our process
engineers to use during the last 5 years of frontline, real-time productivity services for our
customers. It enables repetitive or detailed tasks
to be completed through a visual interface, in just
a few clicks.
ATP is a quick high-value precursor to our
predictive modelling, machine learning and realtime plant optimisation solutions.
ATP enables fast, objective discussion and
interpretation between plant engineers (e.g.
metallurgists) and technical and operational
leaders. The exploratory and statistical results
from the application are available for reporting
and enable teams to come to real, objective
conclusions around how operating plants should
be run to maximise revenue/recovery; fostering
consistency and cohesion between teams and
individuals.
The tool is configured to auto-interpret the
statistical results achieved, minimising time-tovalue. Support is available throughout the data
science workflow, upskilling users in the process.
The ATP interfaces with our core Galaxy Library,
which contains minerals processing focused
mathematical modules for commonly used
calculations on mine sites globally. Over time, as
more models are added to the Library these will
be available for use within the toolpack.
Whether performing quick visual analysis on your
data, discovering relationships between
variables, or executing comparative statistics,
the visual interface of ATP, coupled with the
intuitive and helpful workflow greatly minimises
time-to-value.

How do you use the ATP?
Input your chosen asset data, ATP accepts most
flat file formats.
Identify the core dependent (KPI of interest)
variable to display. This variable will be the y-axis
on graphs, as well as a few other default
scenarios. Examples of common KPIs are:
Recovery, Yield, Tails Grade, Product Tonnes or
Pump amps.
Your TimeStamp variable will also be identified
initially. The app selects the first column header
to contain the words ‘Time’ or ‘Date’ by default,
and this can be changed. If a TimeStamp is not
available for your dataset, some functions that
require one (such as Time-series graphs and
CuSum analysis) will be greyed out.
Use the data table view or the exploration view to
filter, clean and prepare your dataset. The filter
panel allows addition of numeric, timestamp and
categorical filters. Coming soon are data
manipulation functions to further fine-tune your
data (eg: turn a numeric field into a categorical
one)
Use the workflow process to describe, explore
and statistically evaluate your data. Your final
dataset, as well as a list of your operations and
results are available for download for
presentation or further collaboration.
Interlate can help! From initial configuration and
deployment, through to training and even realtime support, Interlate’s service backbone
supports you with early usage and adoption.

Galaxy “App” – our upcoming lightweight
cloud-based workflow application providing a
formal UI for interfacing with the underlying
Galaxy API and Library. This App will contain
everything that the ATP currently offers and
presents mathematical simulation and
optimisation as additional tools.

The Analytical Toolpack is asset, commodity
and value-chain agnostic, and focuses on
speeding up, simplifying and automating the
overarching problem-solving process.

What are some example opportunities identified?
Evaluating data from plant trials: performing multiple t-tests quickly to explore the changes in the plant. The
results are displayed in a table, but are also clearly visible in a density graph
Fast and transparent data preparation, modelling feed-forward variable impact at the click of a button.
Explore your data with ready-to-go automatic binning, scaling and quick visualisation generation.
Quickly view data from multiple statistical angles with CuSum, Pearson correlations and ANCOVA for
categorical correlations.
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